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This pre-field deputation manual has helped many missionaries to discover the fundamental
keys to effectively raising support. This practical, biblical approach to missions fund-raising will
answer your most important questions about the deputation process. From printing your prayer
cards to filling your calendar to sharing your vision, the Deputation Manual contains the tools
and teaching you need to succeed in this crucial period of ministry.
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Danny Jones, “Biblical, Succinct, Practical Advice for the Missionary on Deputation. As a
veteran missionary involved in missionary training, I can definitely say that there is a lack of
missionary training textbooks. For the missionary who raises funds the Biblical way, by faith, this
manual for deputation not only fills that void, but does a spectacular job of covering the areas of
concern for those on deputation. I have driven literally hundreds of thousands of miles visiting
countless churches over the years, and can vouch for the fact that the author speaks from
experience and gives helpful insight to the new missionary. I wish I had this book when I first
started deputation. This book is specifically written from an independent Baptist perspective to
independent Baptist missionaries, however the lessons and advice would help any fundraiser.
Each word of advice is Biblically sound and backed by scripture. I would highly recommend this
book to any missionary on deputation.”

Joe Pliska, “Practical, just a little bit outdated.. Method is fantastic. Still applicable for raising
support in 2020 for those who feel equippedto talk 8 hours on the phone per day.. But some of
the specifics (mailing a CD of you talking about your goals/plans, etc... or having a
physicalpacketin general) are a becoming more obsolete. :)Would definitely recommend the
read for any missionaries about to hit the road on deputation!”

christopher king, “Very helpful!!. There is a lot of practical and helpful information in this book. I
recommend this book for anyone thinking about going on deputation.”

K. Sheridan, “A must have. This book is written for a very specific audience. If you are part of that
audience then you absolutely must read this book. Also, although this book is for missionaries
on deputation I believe it could really help any missionary, including he who is about to go back
to the states for furlough. The Kindle edition makes it so convenient so don't hesitate!”

Jennifer Smith, “Practical Information. Contained so much practical information that it would take
years of experience for each missionary to learn for themselves. What a great help to
missionaries trying to raise support for the field!”

Thomas, “Good information. Good book of deputation and how to be effective in your journey. I
think the 13 meetings a month is a stretch when you have three very young kid. The book is full
of great advice.”

Billy Welsh, “good content. good content”

Will Hill, “Helpful and Practical. A Must Read. A practical look at raising support for missionaries.
It really gets down to the nuts and bolts of what to do on deputation. Great advice on prayer



letters, making calls, display boards, prayer cards, websites, dvd, and ministry presentation. One
thing that was especially helpful was the encouragement about raising support and keeping the
right heart attitude! I greatly appreciate the author's work as it has been an essential tool for my
family on deputation!”

The book by Austin Gardner has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 21 people have provided feedback.
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